The 10th Festival of Education 2019
Session outline
The session will start by reflecting on the types of
learners we find in our classrooms and how they
respond to learning challenges.
A discussion of the ‘teacher/learner relationship’ will
help identify the key elements, after ‘safety’, for
building effective learning relationships. We will also
look at typical behaviours when these elements are
lacking encouraging us to see them as symptoms of
need and respond accordingly.

Each of the four elements, (Power, Belonging, Choice
and Fun) will be discussed in practical teaching terms
in order to identify opportunities to build and
strengthen them in our lessons and around school.
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INTRODUCTION
What I want to give you in this presentation is an introduction to what can be done in schools by teachers to build effective learning relationships and what
significant teaching and learning outcomes can be achieved as a result. In other words, “Closing the achievement net”!
We can do this by ensuring that we acknowledge all learners and that we create an environment that positively promotes learner engagement

As a result students learn to understand themselves and their behaviours through discovering that our needs drive behaviours.
If we recognise these behaviours as a symptom of need then so long as we are mindful of the need we can address the deficiency in our teaching.
Early in my career the question of “Why?” presented itself. Why
some students engage/learn with or in teachers/subjects/
environments.
Many people have and continue to try to answer why and we have
been presented with: Learning Styles/Multiple Intelligences/Growth
Mindset/in your element/IQ/EQ – If we ‘Google’ you will find over
100 learning theories.
As a teacher I have come to realise one thing that underpins all these
theories and ideas in teaching and learning terms. And that is
…. all we do is behave …and that our behaviour is driven by our
needs.

It is the understanding of our behaviours and needs that influence
T&L, creates engagement and promotes a learning relationship. It is
that relationship and how we strengthen it that I want to share with
you through a narrative that easily translates into the school and the
classroom.
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There are many ways we may define learners, ‘Gifted and
Talented’, ‘good at (insert subject)’ etc.
I am aware of the danger of labelling or classification but
there is one universal means by which we describe our
students and that is through school reports.
As somebody who was responsible for assessment,
recording and reporting I became aware through the
analysis of reporting and report writing that teachers
identified three types of students through their
comments.
There appeared three groups of students and they are
identifiable by their achievement and behaviour.
Since “all we do is behave” and that behaviour is driven
by our needs I thought it worth trying to define and
explore these groups.
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The first of these groups are the “Compliant achievers”, it
easy to write reports for these students, teachers know
them and have a positive teaching and learning
relationship with them.
The second group the “Non-compliant under achievers”
teachers also know well as they demand a
disproportionate amount of their time. Normally it is
their un co-operative behaviour that brings them to the
attention of the teacher. Once again teachers find it easy
to write reports for these students.

The third group, the “Compliant underachievers”, the
teachers know less well and often report comments are
brief.
It is possible to claim all three groups could be
underachieving. Compliance can mean failure to
challenge oneself, to stray outside of your comfort zone
or to only do what is asked or expected of you.
The teacher/learner relationship is crucial ensuring all
learners reach their potential. The relationship drives
behaviours but what are the elements of that relationship
and how can we ensure it is ‘healthy’ and productive?
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This is a diagram I have designed to show how the
teacher /learner relationship works over time and how it
needs to be ‘managed’.
At the start the teacher carries the majority of the
responsibility—planning/resourcing/structuring the
learning/getting to know the students/setting
expectations etc.
Over time and in a managed way the responsibility needs
to pass over to the student. How much is transferred and
when is down to curriculum planning. Responsibility
exchange is however planned and declared at key
teaching and learning points.
The lower diagram shows how the teacher learner
relationship can be distorted by unplanned exchanges of
responsibility. One effect is that students quickly learn to
‘sit back’ and wait for the teacher to ‘do it for them’.

School leadership must work at protecting the teacher
learner relationship.
These diagrams shows one of the reasons why we have
variety in student achievement and why some students
never reach their potential.
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William Glasser says “all we do is behave” As teaches we
should be interested in what drives that behaviour.
From a teaching and learning perspective may I suggest:-

Needs, our needs associated with engagement,
motivation, relationships etc after the need for feeling
safe.
The strategies we have already developed and practiced
when dealing with past situations we found ourselves in.
What happened to us when in similar situations in the
past.
How successful we were in getting what we wanted or
felt we needed based on the behaviours we adopted.

Our environment and the limitations or resources
available through it as well as its impact on us and such
things as freedoms or options.
Maslow is a good place to start when it comes down to
understanding needs.
Until lower needs are satisfied we find it difficult if not
impossible to advance to higher needs.
The caveat for building learning relationships is that
physiological and safety needs are satisfied first.
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There is what I believe to be a “learning zone” that starts
with belonging and extends to self-actualisation. There is
also a ‘modern’ need, that for Wi-Fi and internet access!
In order for us to engage whilst in this zone a set needs
present themselves. We may talk of ‘motivation’ or
‘reward’ but from a teacher learner relationship
perspective there are key needs that, when met, will lead
to engagement and a positive teacher learner
relationship.
This positive relationship is what drives learning and is a
key part of the answer to the “Why?” question.
The four needs are:Power—having a voice and being heard

Belonging—being recognised, acknowledged and having
a feeling of being part of something. This is the most
powerful of behaviour drivers.
Choice— being offered and able to make selected choices
based on consequence in order to understand
responsibility
Fun— making learning fun and celebrating achievement
in a way that encourages to try is possibly the greatest
challenge for teachers.
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We need to train ourselves to respond to the needs and not the
behaviours, we need to see them as symptoms of need.
So powerless is to feel as though you do not have a voice, no input
or control of what is happening to you or around you. Feeling
powerless is the biggest cause of stress in people.
Stress inhibits learning or taking on something new because it
limits our learning capacity.

Do any of these chime with your own experience and have you
reacted to the behaviour or recognised the need?
Remember many behaviours can be seen as a challenge to the
teacher and the reaction can affect the teacher learner relationship
either + or –

A lack of belonging often promotes two types of
behaviour in class. The first is attention seeking and if we
remember agency and past success aspects of behaving
then learners will adopt whatever works for them when
trying to form a relationship and sense of belonging.
Being ‘naughty’ or constantly asking questions, putting up
their hand is one set of strategies. The other is to retreat
from trying to form a sense of belonging with you and
they will direct their efforts of forming a relationship
towards an ‘accepting’ group in the class. This often leads
to conflict or behaviour not focused on learning but
instead entertainment!
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If we are not offered a choice then motivation and
engagement is hard to achieve. In teaching and learning I
do not promote the idea of ‘free choice’ but rather
managed choice. Choice needs to come with
consequences if we want learners to make informed
decisions and accept the responsibility for their choices.
Once a choice is made it should be made clear that it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to go back.
Having and exercising choices is a key element of
developing agency and understanding the part played by
‘failure’ in learning
A lack of ‘fun’ defined by learning outcomes (not only
achievement but strategy) is key to engaging in learning.
Linking fun to achievement, to learning, is a key challenge
for teachers. Fun is a powerful tool in building
relationships and overcoming barriers in learning too.
Teachers need to be aware of this and work to satisfy the
need in a productive way. To ignore fun in teaching is to
encourage the ‘class clown’ and set up opportunities for
distraction and even conflict. Seeing learning as fun helps
in taking risks and developing agency and experiences.
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How we feel about our teaching and our relationships
with our classes is also a symptom of need and like
students our behaviours can reflect those needs.
So you may also recognise some of these behaviours in
yourself too, although we tend to suppress them
although this is unhealthy.
The emotional aspects related to the learning
relationship can either enhance or drain our energies.
When students are working with us teaching is more
enjoyable and progress notably quicker.

Strengthening PBCF requires no special resources or
additional time, all that is required is a change of focus
and a ‘mindful’ approach to teaching and learning. We
know as teachers that the more engaged learners are the
more enjoyable, the more rewarding teaching is. I know
that if you adopt the PBCF approach in your lesson
planning, in your relationships with students, then you
will strengthen the teacher learner relationship and that
there will be a managed transition of responsibility
leading to effective life long learners.

Very easy to remember this way

Courses and resources are available from Advocating
Creativity to support the adoption of PBCF in your
teaching.
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About Advocating Creativity Ltd.
Ace-d is a vehicle for research, evaluation and developing
resources that support approaching learning as a problem
solving activity. Both LQ and PBCF are the outcomes of a
great deal of work to understand the key elements for
successful teaching and learning. Ace-d can be called upon
to develop in- house CPD or deliver training in a number
of areas including leadership, teaching and learning and
coaching and mentoring.
A little about me!

With over 40 years as an educational professional Kevin
has held a number of curriculum and pastoral roles with
responsibility for assessment, teaching and learning and
Gifted and Talented provision. Now working
independently Kevin is the creator of ‘Learning
Intelligence’ (LQ), our ability to manage our learning
environment to meet our learning needs. This approach
has proved successful with teachers and learners and
focuses on seeing learning as a problem-solving activity.
To support LQ he has also identified key learner
engagement criteria which underpin lifelong learning and
for which he has developed the mnemonic “Please Be
Child Friendly”.
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